DWIGHT D. EISENHOWER LIBRARY
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McKEOGH, PEARLIE AND MICHAEL J.: Papers, 1941-48

The papers of Pearlie and Michael J. McKeogh, military associates of General Dwight D.
Eisenhower, were deposited in the Dwight D. Eisenhower Library in August 1970. The letter of
gift was signed in January 1971.
Linear feet shelf space occupied:
Approximate number of pages:
Approximate number of items:

-1
400
200

By agreement with the donor the following classes of documents will be withheld from research
use:
1.

Papers relating to the family and private business affairs of the donor.

2.

Papers relating to the family and private business affairs of other persons who have
had correspondence with the donor.

3.

Papers containing statements made by or to the donor in confidence unless in the
judgment of the Director of the Dwight D. Eisenhower Library the reason for the
confidentiality no longer exists.

4.

All other papers which contain information or statements that might be used to injure,
harass, or damage any living person.

SCOPE AND CONTENT NOTE

The bulk of this collection consists of photo copies of articles and photographs pertaining to the
military careers and marriage of Pearlie Hargrave McKeogh and Michael J. McKeogh.
Emphasized are her activities as a driver at AFHQ and SHAEF and his activities as an enlisted
aide to General Eisenhower from 1942 to the end of World War II. There is also some material
pertaining to WACs in general.
The correspondence between the McKeogh’s and General and Mrs. Eisenhower consists
principally of personal holiday, and special-occasion greetings. Several letters concern Mr.
McKeogh’s efforts to write a book on his war experiences.
Museum items have been removed and transferred to the Eisenhower Museum. See folder 2 for
details.
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